Africa
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/342695](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/342695)

Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Africa
Bekele, A. A. 2016, *Conservation genetics of the frankincense tree.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/504023](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/504023)

Africa
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam

Africa
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/329236](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/329236)
Africa
Dekker, C. E. C. M. 2016, *Terugvinden van waardigheid: Community-based sociotherapie in Rwanda, Oost Congo en Liberia*
1707.
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54676](http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54676)

Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: [https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/hiv-prevention(c5e73284-9ced-4ce7-a505-05e99679a721).html](https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/hiv-prevention(c5e73284-9ced-4ce7-a505-05e99679a721).html)

Africa
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11370/b6c75237-dba0-4fac-a970-5db46cecaee91](http://hdl.handle.net/11370/b6c75237-dba0-4fac-a970-5db46cecaee91)

Africa
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38878](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38878)

Africa
Okuta, A. 2016, *Smallest share of the pie?: accountability for international crimes at the domestic level: case studies of Kenya, Uganda and Côte d’Ivoire*
1731.
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam

Africa
Ouwehand, J. 2016, *Track changes in Pied flycatchers*
1656.
Africa

Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11660/6946

Africa

Priyadarshini, K. V. R. 2016, *The facilitative role of trees in tree-grass interactions in savannas* 
1652.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/504022

Africa

Santa Ana Tellez, Y. 2016, *Evaluating pharmaceutical policies using cross-national comparisons and time series analysis.*
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/341139

Africa

Vijge, M. J. 2016, *Carbonizing forest governance: analyzing the consequences of REDD+ for multilevel forest governance.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/501677

Africa

Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/511030
Africa
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/501760

Africa
Yitbarek, E. A. 2016, *Getting ahead or left behind?*
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/getting-ahead-or-left-behind-(8eae51c7-a682-4aae-b81c-b40b172bca36).html

Benin
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

Burkina Faso
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44711

Burundi
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.541314

Cameroon
Cape verde
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/502461](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/502461)

Congo
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38562](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38562)

Côte d’Ivoire
Tano, A.J.J. 2016, *Etude d'une langue des signes émergente de Côte d'Ivoire : l'exemple de la langue des signes de Bouakako (LaSiBo).*
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44392](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44392)

East Africa
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54428](http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54428)

East Africa
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38835](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/38835)
East Africa
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

East Africa
van der Linden, J. 2016, *Ensuring meaningful lifelong learning opportunities for groups at risk*.
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: [link](http://hdl.handle.net/11370/9794fe22-668e-48c2-9a6b-4b497c2fd25b)

Egypt
Klempner, L. J. 2016, *Blessed is Egypt my People: Recontextualizing Coptic Identity outside of Egypt*.
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [link](http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54851)

Egypt
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [link](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44023)

Egypt
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Ethiopia
Aga, D. A. 2016, *Factors affecting the success of development projects*.
Degree grantor: Tilburg University
Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/43731](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/43731)

Ethiopia
Bekele, M. S. 2016, *Economic and agricultural transformation through large-scale farming: impacts of large-scale farming on local economic development, household food security and the environment in Ethiopia*. 1592.
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/43731](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/43731)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507285](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507285)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507298](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507298)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507299](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507299)

Ethiopia
Getahun, M. M. 2016, *Sustaining reservoir use through sediment trapping in NW Ethiopia*.
Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/510570](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/510570)

Ethiopia
Lenjiso, B. M. 2016, *Gender, intra-household dynamics and smallholder milk market participation in Ethiopia.*
Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen

Ethiopia
Mengistie, B. 2016, *Environmental governance of pesticides in Ethiopian vegetable and cut flower production.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/509391](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/509391)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/94368](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/94368)

Ethiopia
Petrollino, S. 2016, *A grammar of Hamar: A South Omotic language of Ethiopia*
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44090](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/44090)
Ethiopia
Solomon, G. H. 2016, *Towards competence-based technical-vocational education and training in Ethiopia*
1643.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/508826](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/508826)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505001](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505001)

Ethiopia
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

Gambia
Hamidi, A. 2016, *Towards a sustainable, quality and affordable Haemophilus influenzae type b vaccine for every child in the world*
1692.
Degree grantor: Delft University of Technology
Open access: [http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:734f1261-0065-4572-b414-cdaa0b923689](http://resolver.tudelft.nl/uuid:734f1261-0065-4572-b414-cdaa0b923689)

Ghana
Abbey, M. 2016, *Developing and implementing appropriate health communication messages for community based management of fevers.*
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Ghana
Ghana
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/324773](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/324773)

Ghana
Koduah, A. 2016, *National level maternal health decisions: towards an understanding of health policy agenda setting and formulation in Ghana.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University

Ghana
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/345724](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/345724)

Ghana
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: [https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/beyond-love(47bed3e4-56e3-42bb-a8d0-b0d226055008).html](https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/beyond-love(47bed3e4-56e3-42bb-a8d0-b0d226055008).html)

Ghana
Kwamie, A. 2016, *The tree under which you sit 1675.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503926](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503926)
Ghana
Oduro, K. A. 2016, *Ghana's high forests*.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505793](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505793)

Ghana
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Ghana
Degree grantor: Wageningen University

Kenya
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39726](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39726)

Kenya
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Kenya
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/506082](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/506082)
Kenya
Katumba, P. 2016, *A decision enhancement studio for water asset management.*
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11370/8c98d451-8b07-4847-911a-a402bb34f2b2](http://hdl.handle.net/11370/8c98d451-8b07-4847-911a-a402bb34f2b2)

Kenya
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503682](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503682)

Kenya
Degree grantor: University of Twente

Kenya
Oria, P. A. 2016, *Combining malaria control with rural electrification.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507289](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507289)

Kenya
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam

Kenya
Valdivia, R. O. 2016, *Is sustainable development of semi-subsistence mixed crop-livestock systems possible?*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505277](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505277)
Kenya
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Libya
Wester, K. 2016, *Promise and pitfalls of the responsibility to protect and lessons to be learned from the case of Libya.*
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam

Madagascar
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/335229](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/335229)

Mali
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://dx.doi.org/10.18174/375944](http://dx.doi.org/10.18174/375944)

Morocco
Bossenbroek, L. 2016, *Behind the veil of agricultural modernization.*
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507519](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507519)

Morocco
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/499599](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/499599)
Morocco
Donner, M. I. M. 2016, *Understanding place brands as collective and territorial development processes*
1705.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/504224](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/504224)

Morocco
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503927](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/503927)

Morocco
Degree grantor: Radboud University Nijmegen
Open access: [http://repository.ubn.ru.nl/handle/2066/162374](http://repository.ubn.ru.nl/handle/2066/162374)

Morocco
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54808](http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54808)

Morocco
van Uhm, D. P. 2016, *Uncovering the illegal wildlife trade : Inside the world of poachers, smugglers and traders*
1633.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/338046](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/338046)
Mozambique
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Mozambique
Usadel, P. M. 2016, *Copyright law and the access to education and knowledge in the digital age.*
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Nigeria
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/328062

North Africa
Arana, S. L. L. 2016, *Socioeconomic Inequalities in Overweight and Obesity in Low- and Middle-Income Countries*
1723.
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/93847

North Africa
Dorsey, J. M. 2016, *Soccer: Moulding the Middle East and North Africa*
1704.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/328837
North Africa
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/335980](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/335980)

Rwanda
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

Rwanda
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: [http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/341391](http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/341391)

Rwanda
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: [http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505003](http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/505003)

Rwanda
Degree grantor: University of Twente

Senegal
Diallo, F. 2016, *L’état-spontex : négocier l’autorité dans les marges conflictuelles : le cas de la Basse-Casamance (Sénégal).*
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39601](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39601)
Senegal
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

Sierra Leone
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

South Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

South Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University

South Africa
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39181](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39181)
South Africa
Gradener, J. 2016, Keys to the Community: A multiple case study into professional legitimation in community development practice.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/342095

South Africa
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11660/4220

South Africa
Schaftenaar, E. 2016, HIV Infection and Ocular Disease in South Africa.
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/93298

South Africa
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam

Sub-Saharan Africa
Browne, J. L. 2016, Improving maternal health in urban low resource settings.
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/339736

Sub-Saharan Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Sub-Saharan Africa
Kroon, v. d. 2016, Climbing the African energy ladder:: internal and external factors influencing household demand for improved cookstoves and modern fuels in sub-Saharan Africa.
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54578

Sub-Saharan Africa
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/334192

Sub-Saharan Africa
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11370/3c8ff2c7-0db7-4734-8198-5e3d7727667f

Sub-Saharan Africa
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: https://cris.maastrichtuniversity.nl/portal/en/publications/access-to-care(c26d36bc-eef4-44df-9fb0-4a65b815ad9e).html

Sub-Saharan Africa
Degree grantor: Utrecht University
Open access: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/338767

Sudan
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1765/80125
Tanzania
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39785](http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39785)

Tanzania
Degree grantor: University of Groningen
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/11370/00ef7f93-8cdd-4785-beaf-c0c5a61790f8](http://hdl.handle.net/11370/00ef7f93-8cdd-4785-beaf-c0c5a61790f8)

Tanzania
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam
Open access: [http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54746](http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/handle/1871/54746)

Tanzania
Degree grantor: Erasmus University Rotterdam
Open access: [http://hdl.handle.net/1765/94640](http://hdl.handle.net/1765/94640)

Uganda
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

Uganda
Uganda
Nakazibwe, P. & Reisen, M. E. H. 2016, "A home without millet is not a home" : women's agency in the maize and millet commodity chains in Mbarara District, Uganda.
Degree grantor: Tilburg University

West Africa
1584.
Degree grantor: VU University Amsterdam

West Africa
Degree grantor: Univeristy of Groningen

Zambia
Chavula, J. J. 2016, Verbal derivation and valency in Cîtumbuka
1711.
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/39665

Zambia
Manda, J. 2016, Econometric analysis of improved maize varieties and sustainable agricultural practices (SAPs) in Eastern Zambia.
Degree grantor: Wageningen University
Open access: http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/507383

Zambia
Sialubanje, C. 2016, Safe motherhood.
Degree grantor: Maastricht University
Open access: 

Zambia
Degree grantor: University of Amsterdam
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/11245/1.534503

Zimbabwe
Degree grantor: University of Groningen

Zimbabwe
Degree grantor: Leiden University
Open access: http://hdl.handle.net/1887/43736